
TransgenderismSaturday, 06 August 2005Transgenderism is the practice of transgressing gender norms. Transgender folks come in several flavours:  - FTM (female to male) are people who were born female but see themselves as partly to fully masculine.  - MTF (male to female) are people who were born male but see themselves as partly to fully feminine.  - Intersexed are those born with some combination of male and female physiology, who may accept as natural their mixed gender. Gender variations are more common that most people suspect, because many people hide their true nature out of fear for their safety and security. Many people explore gender behaviour without identifying themselves as transgendered. Women wearing pants may not seem transgender today, but fifty years ago it would have been. Boys wearing "girls clothes" might not see themselves as inherently feminine, yet enjoy playing in this way. While crossdressing is enjoyed by both males and females, it appears to be more pronounced in males because of an imbalance in norms of attire and attitude (we see less transgression when a woman wears a suit). In order to understand the difference between someone who is gay, lesbian or bisexual, and someone who is transgender, you need to be clear on the distinction between sex and gender. Simplistically, sex is polarity of anatomy, gender is polarity of appearance and behaviour. As one becomes more closely involved with transgenderism, these definitions quickly break down, but they serve as a good starting point. {mospagebreak heading=Introduction&title=Bipolarity}BipolarityMost people think there are just two sexes - male and female. Such is not the case. People who are intersexed and people who are transsexual constitute sexes which are neither exactly male nor exactly female. Likewise, gender is not a simple fact of "either/or". Gender is exhibited by countless signals, from articles of clothing to cosmetics to hairstyles to conversational styles to body language, and much more. Through our culture trends to group characteristics into "masculine" and "feminine", many people find some amount of gender transgression exciting, so there is some fluidity between the two categories. Ultimately, gender is a "mix and match" mode of self-expression, and people within our culture are ever finding new ways to express their gender, with exciting subtleties and intriguing implications. In general, it works best to think of all effects - sexual orientation, gender identity, sexual identity, and may others - as elements within a spectrum of self-expression, rather than in just one of two or three ways.{mospagebreak heading=Bipolarity&title=Sexual Orientation}Sexual Orientation vs. Gender Identity vs. Sexual IdentitySexual Orientation, gender identity and sexual identity are independent of each other. A person may express any variation of each of these in any combination. To discourage the free expression of identity and orientation by an individual is to impose a damaging burden of conformity. Sexual Orientation is which sex you find erotically attractive: other (hetero), same (homo) or both (bi). Sexual Identity is how you see yourself physically: male, female or in-between. If someone is born female, but wishes to see their body as male in all respects, their sexual identity is male. It is generally rude to speak of such a person as female, since it denies that person their right to inhabit the social or physical role of their choosing. We refer to such a person as a transsexual, whether or not they have had any surgery. Many FTM transsexuals do not undergo genital surgery as the results so far are relatively crude. As surgical technique improves, such people will be able to achieve more satisfying realisations of their dreams. However, side it is healthier for these people to live in accord with their wishes and heartfelt need, we call them men, though they may have a vagina where one would expect to find a penis. The situations for MTF transsexuals is equivalent, except that the surgery produces a much more satisfying result, both cosmetically and functionally. Nonetheless, many transgender people who look like transsexuals in every other regard elect not to have surgery. Those who retain male sexual functioning tend to refer to themselves as transgenderists, since it is only their gender which is changed. Those that give up (or wish to give up) all male sexual function tend to think of themselves as transsexuals, since they change their sexual function and therefore their sexual identity. Again, not all transsexuals undergo genital surgery. Some enjoy atrophy of the penis and testicles inducted by taking female hormones, and other choose less radical surgical options such as castration (orchidectomy). Gender Identity is how you see yourself socially: man, woman, or a combination of both. One may have a penis but prefer to relate socially as a woman, or one may have a vagina but prefer to relate as a man. One might prefer to be fluid, relating sometimes as a man and sometimes as a woman. Or one might not identify as either one, relating androgynously. {mospagebreak heading=Sexual Orientation&title=Common Terms}Terms and definitions in common usePeople tend to categorise themselves. This identification can be helpful in finding like-minded others with whom to make friends, but it can be hurtful if imposed on an individual to others, well-intentioned or not. In relating to transgender folk, it is best to avoid pushing an individual to choose a category for themselves (require them to tell you what they are). Some folks prefer to explore the fringes of a category, and such a push for identification works against personal exploration and fulfilment.  Transgender folk have self-identified as  - Drag QueenFemale-emulating male, usually campy, often (not always) gay - ButchMasculine-appearing person - FemmeFeminine-appearing person - Drag KingMale-emulating woman - IntersexPerson born with mixed physiology - TransvestitePerson who enjoys wearing clothes identified with the opposite gender, often but not always straight - CrossdresserPolite term for a transvestite - TransgenderistPerson who lives as gender opposite to anatomical sex, i.e. man living as woman but retaining penis (and sexual functioning). Sexual orientation varies.  - AndrogynePerson appearing and identifying neither man nor woman, presenting a gender either mixed or neutral.  - TranssexualPerson whose sexual identity is opposite to their assignment at birth. Not all transsexual folk undergo reassignment surgery, for various reasons, including personal preference. Sexual orientation varies.  - Transgender CommunityA loose association of people who transgress gender norms in a wide variety of ways. Celebrating a recently born self-awareness, the central ethic of this community is unconditional acceptance of the right of an individual to exercise freedom of choice in their gender and sexual identity and orientation. {mospagebreak heading=Common Terms&title=Prejustice}Unfortunately, the transgender community suffers from severe victimisation. Society often reacts to gender transgression by trying to discourage the behaviour, punishing the individual. Transgender folk are much more likely than others to commit suicide, to be fired from their job, to be abused, assaulted, and to be hurt in many more ways, some as blatant as open ridicule, some as insidious as discrimination in employment. There are occasions when individuals, simply because their gender expression runs contrary to the norm, are subjected - usually by their families - to emotional trauma and physical suffering, carried out for the "welfare" of the individual, but tall too often done to comfort the individual's family. The level of trauma suffered by transgender folk is much higher than the norm and is reflected in more difficult lives and greater incidence of depression and despair.  All of this is beginning to change as people learn that there is no harm visited on either the individuals, their families or workplace, by gender transgression. In fact, there are and have always been cultures where gender transgression is accepted as a natural part of the life of the culture. The only harm visited by transgenderism is the same harm that is still too often visited on others by the forces of racism. In the case of transgender folk, the words for the feelings that cause people to opress us are fear of difference and transphobia. These words for the feelings that bring about an end to the suffering and a healing of this aspect of our society are compassion and tolerance. Nancy Nangeroni Nancy Nangeroni is a former Executive Director as well as member of the Board of Directors of  IFGE. She is also the creator and co-host of  GenderTalk Radio, the leading radio program covering issues of transgenderism.  © 1996, 2001 by Nancy Nangeroni and Ninja Design, all rights reserved. Reproduction on this website by kind permission of the author. 
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